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Need for TWS points.
 To cater high traffic density,

turnouts. Loop line entry speeds
to 50kmph via Board’s Letter no
27.10.2020, and hence the need

 To ensure safety of passengers
negotiation.negotiation.

 The crossing angle has been broadened
negotiating at higher speeds does

 Due to 160 mm opening of TWS,
of rail head ( JOH). This helps in
the wheel point flashing. View

and for making high speed
speeds have been increased from 30

no. 2018/CE-II/TK/WIAST, dated
for TWS is even more now.

passengers during high speed point

broadened so that the train
does not pose any danger.

S, 60mm clearance at junction
in reducing the cases of Under

View



Mechanical locking of Both sides by Fishtail (lock arm).Mechanical locking of Both sides by Fishtail (lock arm).



Advantages of TWS Points.
 Provision of Clamp type lock for Direct

rail. Clamp locking is achieved by Operating

 Clamp Lock Firmly holds the tongue
Checks any relative movements between

 Prevents vibration caused in the switch

 Toe fits underside the stock rail in
View

 No stretcher bars are required.

 SSD helps in better housing.

 Identical point motor is used, as in 143

Direct locking of Switch Rail and Stock
Operating rod itself.

rail in the open / close position and
between TR & SR. View

switch due to train movement.

closed position. Less wear and tear.

143mm stroke ordinary machine.



Important Installation guideline

Ensure SSD Arm distance 257mm for
1:16 Turnout, 232 mm for 1:12 turnout
and 213mm for 1:8.5 Turnout from Centre
line of sleeper on which it is fixed.

Installation and maintenance is the
responsibility of Engineering Department.
Now modified arms are to be used only, inNow modified arms are to be used only, in
all new installations.(According to the
RDSO letter No. STS/E/PM 220mm Vol-1
dated 01.06.2020)

Ground connection to be used, should use
p-type bracket, instead of direct fixing to
the rail.

Important Installation guidelines



Various P-way defects for TWS to be noted.
i. Loose packing

ii. Over ballasting

iii. Floating / out of square TR

iv. Loose or out of square or stuck SSD

v. Burr on SR or TRv. Burr on SR or TR

vi. Inadequate housing

vii. Broken chair plates

viii. Decayed rubber pads

ix. Usage of ordinary liners in place of 
Iron liners. It causes problems in 
gauge.

way defects for TWS to be noted.

Loose or out of square or stuck SSD
Opening of TWS (160±3mm)
is to be adjusted by S&T

Usage of ordinary liners in place of 

is to be adjusted by S&T
Department, not by P-Way.

All to be discussed 
in detail



Loose packing

 Packing in the point zone can get
movements, gradient, less ballast initially
the type of underlying soil.

 Loose packing causes many failures,
not setting properly, rubbing of lock
sleeper, and may lead to floatingsleeper, and may lead to floating
conditions.

 Packing in the point zone should
maintenance and joint inspections with
in the register. It must be ensured that
done by Engineering staff.

get disturbed by more train
initially and also depends on

failures, like broken slides, point
lock or detection rods with

and hence unsafe runningand hence unsafe running

should be checked during
with P-Way, and duly noted
that the packing is properly



Over ballasting

 The ballast in the point zone acts as a cushion
good packing in the area.

 Over ballasting in the point zone may
reconditioning, screening works and after
zones.

 Over ballasting mainly causes failures related
rods are obstructed, or the stones get in betweenrods are obstructed, or the stones get in between

 Area between the 3rd ad 4th sleepers should
much as possible. Also, it must be ensured
not accumulate in the area, from the sides
be kept there to prevent entry.

cushion. It is needed to maintain

may be done during ballast
after DMT rakes move over point

related to obstruction, either the
between SR and TR.between SR and TR.

should be kept ballast free, as
ensured that stones and garbage do

sides. Large wooden pieces should



Floating / Out of square TR
 Tongue rails may float due to following reasons,

 During initial point placement before commissioning
assembled first in the area adjacent to the actual
or out of square TR.

 The packing in the area is not adequate, and also

 Some chair plates holding the point are broken

 Loss of a lot of rubber pads and improper chair
lifted at the toe.

 3rd and 4th sleepers if not properly aligned during
problem of out of square TR to increase. Absence

 The issue can be resolved by,
 Proper aligning during commissioning.

 Good packing.

 Ensuring rubber pads and chair plates are proper,
chairs, instead of 1 or 2 chairs during inspections

 A tie bar on the other side of machine on
squareness. This practice should be adopted.

reasons,
commissioning. The point should be roughly

actual site, and this reduces chances of float

also in curvatures.

broken and misplaced.

chair plates may cause the tongue rails to get

during initial commissioning, may cause the
Absence of Williams stretchers also increase it.

proper, and the tongue rail sits on all of the
inspections.

on 3rd and 4th sleeper can maintain the



Loose or out of square or stuck SSD
SSD is an important asset for the TWS, in ensuring the
housing. It may go loose, or out of square or stuck by
causes-

Out of square can happen at commissioning time errors.

The base plate of SSD may get loose by use of sub-standard
standard bolts by Engineering. The base of SSD is fastened
metal plate.

A stuck or clumsy SSD is caused due to non-maintenance,
lubrication.

remedy this,remedy this,

To ensure proper squareness of SSD sleeper while commissioning

Regular monthly maintenance is mandatory for SSDs, screw
ensured to be tight.

It is to be ensured that the base metal plate and the arm
modified, to save from accidental shorting of the DCTC.

Only install modified SSDs in new installations.

The cover of the SSD should not hinder the movement of
either side.

In old models, ensure the insulating ferrule and washer
not cracked every fortnight.

Loose or out of square or stuck SSD
the adequate
by following

standard or non-
fastened to the

maintenance, less

commissioning.

screw pins are

arm of one side is

of the arm on

of arm end is



Burr on SR or TR

 Due to plastic deformation and flow
corner, burrs are formed. More trains
general.

 If not attended on time, leads to non
in tongue rails.

 It has also been seen that excessive It has also been seen that excessive
the two rails, causing track failure, which

 Chisel and hammer should not be used
prove harmful to stock rail in long run,

 Always ensure that Engineering department
removal.

flow of metal from gauge face
means more burr formations in

non-setting of points and chipping

burrs get detached and shortburrs get detached and short
which is a maintenance failure.

used for burr removal, this may
run, even fractures.

department is use grinders for burr



Inadequate housing

 Housing refers to the intact closeness of the
the stock rail.

 It should theoretically be up to the JOH,
possible.

 Thus it should be maintained, not less than

If it is noted to the less than 3 sleepers, If it is noted to the less than 3 sleepers,
inspection register and attended by engineering

 Burrs on the SR affect housing.

 Proper packing and SSD mechanism helps together

 Inadequate housing is dangerous for train
detrimental to the health of the tongue rail.

the closed switch tongue rail with

JOH, but practically is not always

3 sleepers in any case.

it must be recorded in the jointit must be recorded in the joint
engineering.

together to maintain good housing.

train running, and also proves
.



Broken chair plates

 The stock rails are sitting on the steel
always be ensured locked.

 Chair plates, if not properly fitted may
too much load on single chair, failed
housing.

Chair plates break due to wrong Chair plates break due to wrong
mechanical defects.

 A locked chair plate does not move
lightly. Thus slight hammering from the

 A broken chair must be replaced as soon

steel chair plates, which must

may cause the floating issues,
failed points, and also affect the

wrong installations, existingwrong installations, existing

move sideways, if hammered
the sides reveal breaks.

soon as possible.



Decayed rubber pads

 Rubber pads underneath the stock rail chairs
cushion effect, and also help to maintain
of which, the TR may not fit well with the

 Rubber pads decay due to more train
induced due to oil of lubrication.

 These should be replaced by Engineering These should be replaced by Engineering
be served for this. It must also be noted

chairs and SRs are provided to give
maintain the height of SR, in the absence

the SR and cause point failures.

movement, along with the decay

Engineering department, and memos shouldEngineering department, and memos should
noted in joint inspection notes.



Usage of ordinary liners in place of Iron liners. It 
causes problems in gauge.
 Ordinary liners often disengage/break from

the train movements. Thus MS liners should
instead of GFN liners.

 A CTE letter NO. 219-W/1/NCR/TP/Pt-XIII,
of MS liners unto 27th sleeper in TWS zone,
devised for countering slack gauge. Although,
general suitable for DCTC.general suitable for DCTC.

 In straight track portions outside the point
through the inserts and pandrol clips, if the

 A thicker MS Liner also helps maintaining
they too are susceptible to the vibrations and

 In proper setting, all the rubber pads should
MS Liners till 27th sleeper, must be maintained

Usage of ordinary liners in place of Iron liners. It 

from the pandrol clips under vibrations of
should be used in the TWS point zone,

, dated 28.04.2022, authorises the use
zone, until a more permanent solution is

Although, it’s a fact that MS liners are not in

point zone, iron liner may fail the track
sleeper is short.

the gauge of the TWS zone, although
and get dislodged much too often.

should be in good condition, and along with
maintained.



 Opening of TWS (160±3mm) is to be
not by P-Way.

• Opening is affected by following points

 Presence of point in curvature.

 Usage of packing shims (1mm width)
action of point, (no more than 3
bracket must be replaced, or opening
gap of more than 4mm will also triggergap of more than 4mm will also trigger
wont come out of the notch.

 Due to gauge disturbance by detached

 If the engineering fittings are not

 Packing is not proper in the point

• An opening of 160±3mm should be checked
must be adjusted as soon as possible.

adjusted by S&T Department,

points:

width) at the brackets for spring
3 shims to be used). After that,

opening of the switch will suffer. A
trigger failures where the Fishtailtrigger failures where the Fishtail

detached liners.

complete and proper.

zone, especially near toe.

checked in joint inspection and
.



A few issues pertaining to S&T maintenance.
It is often seen that the lock and detection rods

This is caused by wear and tear near the MS Pin
to pack it. It is not advisable because the shims
gets bigger after that.

The MS Pin or the rod, which has more wear
soon as possible.

Play in lock rods often causes point lock failures
no play. It is to be ensured in regular maintenanceno play. It is to be ensured in regular maintenance

During the checking of voltage and current,
under obstruction is nearing 80V. If it is so,
must be made, as the far away point is not
properly. This problem comes in long yards. It

Similarly if the normal current is less than ~1
obstruction current is less than 0.5A, motor
must be about 2 times the normal current. A
to negate small obstructions.

A few issues pertaining to S&T maintenance.
rods develop play in long run.

Pin and a common practice is using shims
shims may get detached and the problem

due to more usage, must be replaced as

failures. For proper working, there must be
maintenance.maintenance.

current, it is to be seen if the slipping voltage
immediate provision of extra conductors

not getting enough power supply to run
It is very important.

1.9A, and difference between normal and
motor must be replaced. Obstruction current

powerful wattage motor is very essential



Engineering Problems in TWS Layout
a) Gauge not holding with GFN liners, and even

move within the inserts.

b) In places of curvature like MTJ North etc
requires repeated maintenance from both S&T
time.

c) Since stock rails are not fixed to the sleepers,
maladjustment cases arise due to creep also

The creep issue can get exacerbated if SEJsd) The creep issue can get exacerbated if SEJs
rail.

e) Loose packing causes adjustment issues, and

f) A lot of times, out of squaring occurs on the
Machine, and on the SSD sleeper. For 3rd and
plate has helped.

g) Overballasting causes the obstructions, which
sleeper to be clean and blocked for ballast
may be utilised for this. They prevent garbage

Engineering Problems in TWS Layout
even with MS liners, as stock rails laterally

etc gauge gets disturbed much too often. It
S&T and Engineering, wasting manpower and

sleepers, unlike IRS ordinary points, a lot of
also.

are located on either side of the TWS stockare located on either side of the TWS stock

and slide breakage cases.

the 3rd and 4th sleeper, on the opposite side of
and 4th sleeper, local innovation of gauge tie

which necessitates the area between 3rd and 4th

ballast entry from the sides. Big wooden wedges
garbage and maintain gauge.



Important maintenance points

• The stock rails are not stock bolted to the sleeper, unlike IRS points. Metal liners are 
to be used for gauge maintenance in the point zone. GFN Liners get loose very 
quickly.

• Squaring of the point and Creep is to be checked during maintenance.

• The lubrication of the point zone chair plates and fishtail is extremely important, 
especially after rains.especially after rains.

• Regular check of the earth faults (110VDC and 24VDC Point indication). 

• During maintenance, when current is being measured under load, it is to be ensured 
that the readings for both Normal and Reverse must be close enough. Same for 
Voltage also.

• The manual cranking is to be tested every month, in both the directions.

The stock rails are not stock bolted to the sleeper, unlike IRS points. Metal liners are 
to be used for gauge maintenance in the point zone. GFN Liners get loose very 

Squaring of the point and Creep is to be checked during maintenance.

The lubrication of the point zone chair plates and fishtail is extremely important, 

Regular check of the earth faults (110VDC and 24VDC Point indication). 

During maintenance, when current is being measured under load, it is to be ensured 
that the readings for both Normal and Reverse must be close enough. Same for 

The manual cranking is to be tested every month, in both the directions.



To ensure that the SSD insulations are not crushed or cut, in the case of SSDs with non
modified arms. To strive for replacement of old SSDs

The rodding (either old or new type) should have proper clearance from the sleepers.

The stock and tongue rail brackets should be tight and the split pins are to be positively 
ensured on them.

Split pin on the fishtail arms junction must also be ensured.       

Important maintenance points

Split pin on the fishtail arms junction must also be ensured.       

To ensure that the defects in the joint inspection of points and crossings and SSDs are being 
complied by Engineering department on the site.

The carbon brush in the motor must be cleaned monthly and the contact finger pressure must 
be checked.

Proper lacing of the cable conductors in the point machine ARA terminals must be ensured.

To ensure that the SSD insulations are not crushed or cut, in the case of SSDs with non-
replacement of old SSDs by intimating to Engineering department.

The rodding (either old or new type) should have proper clearance from the sleepers.

The stock and tongue rail brackets should be tight and the split pins are to be positively 

Split pin on the fishtail arms junction must also be ensured.       ViewSplit pin on the fishtail arms junction must also be ensured.       View

To ensure that the defects in the joint inspection of points and crossings and SSDs are being 
complied by Engineering department on the site.

The carbon brush in the motor must be cleaned monthly and the contact finger pressure must 

Proper lacing of the cable conductors in the point machine ARA terminals must be ensured.



It is to be ensured that the fuse connection of the both NWKR and RWKR are separate and the 
fuse rating is proper.

It is to be ensured that the stock and tongue rail do not develop burr, and have it removed after 
joint inspection.

Locking of the chair plate is often ignored. It should be checked in maintenance.     

Improper housing leads to unsafe working and loose packing gives rise to failures, one of them 
being Slide break cases, as too much movement and vibration affects the slides. These 

Important maintenance points

being Slide break cases, as too much movement and vibration affects the slides. These 
deficiencies are the highest priorities and Engineering 

Lubrication of SSD internal parts and spring is to be ensured in joint inspection. The fastening 
bolts which hold the SSD with Sleeper should be checked and any loose bolts to be attended to 
on priority. 

No holes or gaps to be present in the point machine setup, so as to stop the entry of pests line 
rats or snakes.

It is to be ensured that the fuse connection of the both NWKR and RWKR are separate and the 

It is to be ensured that the stock and tongue rail do not develop burr, and have it removed after 

Locking of the chair plate is often ignored. It should be checked in maintenance.     View

Improper housing leads to unsafe working and loose packing gives rise to failures, one of them 
being Slide break cases, as too much movement and vibration affects the slides. These being Slide break cases, as too much movement and vibration affects the slides. These 
deficiencies are the highest priorities and Engineering deptt should be chased at ESM level.

Lubrication of SSD internal parts and spring is to be ensured in joint inspection. The fastening 
bolts which hold the SSD with Sleeper should be checked and any loose bolts to be attended to 

No holes or gaps to be present in the point machine setup, so as to stop the entry of pests line 



Major Point Failures and probable causes.

Minor Gap Between TR and SR of close switch and point
locked in clamp but fail to lock in machine lock
Clamp lock is not adjusted properly i.e. fail in 5 mm
tail is coming out fully/ Lock rod have excess play.
Point is not locked in clamp lock – Low motor power/
point is out of square/ Lock bracket worn out/ incorrect
installation/ no correct setting at JOH/ clamp lock
adjusted properly.
Point is not setting due to less lubrication or duringPoint is not setting due to less lubrication or during
Wrong adjustment of Clamp lock or inadequate power
Motor or Friction clutch defective.
Lock segment of machine / Fishtail not releases
machine slide/Clamp lock bracket - Either extra rubbing
in clamp lock due to excess relative movement between
TR & SR/ incorrect adjustment of lock slide / Clamp
lubrication, loose or incorrectly tightened bracket/Excess
wear in the brackets.

Point Failures and probable causes.

point is
slide-

mm Fish

power/
incorrect
lock not

during rain-during rain-
power in

releases from
rubbing

between
Clamp lock,

bracket/Excess



Point Failures and Causes-
Machine lock slide broken – Wrong Adjustment
transferring to lock slide notches, mechanical

Point Motor not operating- Control contact
Low carbon brush pressure/fuse blown.

Point is locked in machine but detection is
lock slide not adjusted properly/ clamp lock
issue.issue.

Ballast/Obstruction in Points- Ballast is not
connections / bottom of rail flange.

Fuse Blown off during operation- Fuse may n
be More than twice of obstruction current)/Earth

Low detection /control contact pressure- Cl
mm/ excess play in ground connection/low finger

TR not moving smoothly- Obstruction/slide
obstructing/SR/TR bracket broken/dry chair

Adjustment of Clamp lock, heavy vibration
mechanical defect.

break/ Loose connection in wiring /

fail- excess Play in detection rod/
lock is not adjusted in 5mm/cabling

not clear 50 mm from Ground

not be Adequate capacity (shall
current)/Earth faults

lamp lock is not adjusted in 5
finger pressure.

Obstruction/slide chair broken and
chair plates.



A study of TWS Failures since Apr
in AGC Division.

TWS FAILURE SUMMARY

DEPT CAUSE YR 2019-20 YR 2020

ENGG

CHAIR PLATE 4

LOOSE PACKING 10

CREEPING 5

SLEEPER OBST WITH ROD 2SLEEPER OBST WITH ROD 2

SSD 31 17

S&T

ROD PIN LOOSE 1

LOOSE CONNECTION 1

OUT OF ADJUSTMENT 25 25

MECH BRACKET ASSEMBLY 6

LOCK SLIDE BROKEN 8

PT M/C 0

PT MOTOR 3

TOTAL 96 71

A study of TWS Failures since Apr-2019 
in AGC Division.

TWS FAILURE SUMMARY

YR 2020-21 YR 2021-22
YR 2022-23 (till 

october)
TOTAL

2 0 0 6

5 17 7 39

2 2 0 9

2 2 1 72 2 1 7

17 24 24 96

0 2 0 3

0 0 1 2

25 65 45 160

7 13 9 35

2 7 4 21

6 2 2 10

3 1 2 9

71 135 95 397
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